Go the Distance Adult Summer Reading Checklist Challenge

Check off one box per book read. Turn in your checklist, regardless of how much you accomplish, by **Friday, August 16th, 2019**. Every checklist will be eligible to receive our fun participation prizes and an entry into the raffle drawing. Check off eight or more challenges to be eligible for our grand prize drawing!

**Read a book…**

- outside
- you started but never finished
- that is part of a series
- you own but have never picked up
- originally published in another language
- set in a foreign location
- with more than 500 pages
- by a new-to-you author
- assigned in school but never read
- checked out from one of our reciprocal borrowing locations: Scarborough, South Portland, Thomas, and Walker libraries

**Take pictures of your accomplishments, tag the library, & share on**

Facebook @BaxterLibrary or

Instagram @baxtermemoriallibrary

Check out a...

- hiking/walking/biking/kayaking/etc. book and do the activity
- cookbook and try the recipe
- Art/craft book and make something
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